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Exporting PaperCut MF Exporting PaperCut MF 
usage data to 3rd party usage data to 3rd party 
tools.tools.

PaperCut MF now comes with Data Integrations: a new feature that allows you to export daily usage data from 
PaperCut MF into various 3rd party tools for - graphics, reporting, BI, or accounting systems. This feature expands our 
suite of reporting functionality options like inbuilt reports and custom reports.

Why export usage data?Why export usage data?

IUsing Data Integrations you can now consume, analyze and view usage trends. You can now understand trends of 
usage overtime to make informed decisions to further optimize your print fleet.

Build your own data integration into your BI tool of choiceBuild your own data integration into your BI tool of choice

Easily configure PaperCut’s Data Integration platform to export your usage data from PaperCut MF to your 3rd party 
Business Intelligence tool of choice.

• You choose the datasets (users, printer, print scan and copy usage, accounts, servers)
• Historical data export
• Choose data output location
• Data exported in csv format
• Build a dashboard that you want
• PaperCut database agnostic

Here is user interface of the Data Integrations in PaperCut MF admin page

**You will need to do the heavy lifting of building the interactive dashboard and consumption of the data into your BI/
reporting system.



Prebuilt data integrations solutionsPrebuilt data integrations solutions

Don’t want to build your own dashboard? Want a pre-built off the shelf solution?

SOLUTION DESCRIPTION

Intuitive for Intuitive for 
PaperCut MF/NGPaperCut MF/NG

Intuitive Dashboards help keep volume and costs controlled. The dashboards are designed 
to work with PaperCut MF to help answer key questions and manage print/copy costs, whilst 
educating users about the environmental impact of their printing.

Read about side by side installation here: PaperCut & Intuitive BI Side-by-Side Server Sizing guide

Considerations prior to installationConsiderations prior to installation
So you want to install Intuitive BI for reporting with PaperCut MF, great! But, let’s go over some
considerations for installation.

Where should you install it? On your PaperCut MF server? On an external database (RDBMS)
server? Or its own dedicated box?

Our recommendation is to install the Intuitive solution alongside your PaperCut MF Application
Server, providing your server has a minimum spec of 4 cores and 8GB of RAM.

We recommend scaling PaperCut MF application servers running the Intuitive software to add an
additional 2GB of RAM on top of our recommendations in the application server sizing guide.

Findings from our testingFindings from our testing
In our testing, we used a server matching the above specs (8GB RAM, 4 cores), that created 500k
jobs per month with 100k of those printed by a single user. We used this single user to load a 100k
row report into Intuitive for testing, this row count far exceeds what PaperCut or Intuitive expect
to see in a standard large enterprise report.

When attempting to load 220k+ rows simultaneously (more than two 100k row reports) we started
to achieve sub-optimal performance, as a result, we considered 200k the maximum capable row
loading.

Changing to another test report, this time with an output of 10k rows, allowed us to run the report
20 to 25 times simultaneously. This is what we expect to see as the maximum high usage of the
Intuitive solution and falls nicely in line with its license maximum of 25 users. This accurately
shows that all 25 users can run a 10k report simultaneously on a server with 8GB RAM and 4 core
CPU.

In conclusion, customers should be aware that the size of the report being loaded is going to
impact server CPU resources, the maximum number of rows to load simultaneously appears to be
around 200k to 230k, be it as one report or multiple smaller ones.

Consideration should be taken when deciding the number of reporting users needed and the sizes
of reports they could be running at any one time.

Once installed Intuitive will populate its database for the first time using data from your PaperCut
MF database, this is set in the configuration file and by default is 60 days. This will be the largest
resource requirement.
Note: You should schedule this to happen outside of hours to minimize risk.

When this initial import is completed Intuitive will then sync once per day to obtain new data that
you can report on, this is done out of hours at the default time of 3 am

StoryBoard for StoryBoard for 
PaperCut MF/NGPaperCut MF/NG

StoryBoard for PaperCut® was designed specifically to work with the best print management 
software in the land. Launch StoryBoard directly from the Integrations tab and get instant, real-
time visualizations of your PaperCut installation. With infinite ways to click and drill-down into your 
data, the advanced comparison analytics will tell the real story behind your data.


